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We all went to Paternoster
on a cold, rainy day, BUT we HAD FUN
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Coach leaves
Tableview at
08h45 and

We are all so very fortunate to be able to get on a luxurious coach and
head out into the country for the day with a load of happy people. When
you come back after a day like this it fills your soul and you realize just how
very lucky we all are! In the words of one of the ladies “You have no
idea of how happy it makes me to come on these tours”

Constantia at

On arrival in Paternoster, a few went to the Panty Bar and crammed into
their small space; a few went shopping ; yet a few more went to see the
work of Pam Breytenbach (a ceramicist par excellence); and also
stopped in at Uro and Sven in their new home -cum- Art Gallery, where
we ogled at Uro’s art, and enjoyed an Italian coffee coupled with delicious
chocolate chip cookies!
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COME WITH ME TO
KIKKA IN PAARL
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At 12h45 we all headed to MONDVOL just outside Paternoster. It is
advertised as being of the standard of an excellent Cape Town restaurant,
and they aren’t wrong at all! Charmaine and Alex host people to the N’th
degree - they are diligent in what they do and it shows! The food was
delicious—little pot pies with roasted vegetables & a choice of Lemon
Meringue / Chocolate cake OR Carrot Cheesecake, with coffee or tea,
completed our time with them. One downer was the rain and extremely
bad traffic on the return journey, which had the Constantia people stuck in
Koeberg Rd for an hour!

It took a
FULL
HOUR
to
negotiate
Koeberg
Road !
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TIME
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A flair for food, flowers and caffeine saw Kikka grow
from the mere seed it was in 2004 to what it is today.
This Paarl-based dynamic offering of Kikka Main,
Kikka Laborie, and Kikka Boulevard, aims to bring
families and friends together in three unique and equally
satisfying spaces, showcasing premium coffee brews,
florists, and nutritious and delicious bites to eat!
We start our morning off with a demonstration on
how to make a floral posy. (Lucky ticket numbers
will ensure you have the chance to win one of these
posies to take home)
Lunch will be at Kikka Boulevard (built around
the Old Paarl Jail)
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Cost for the

day which
includes your
transport,
early morning
coffee/tea and
a cup cake &
your lunch is

R480 per
person
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26TH JULY

TIME OUT IS 18 & TRAVELTIME IS 11 YEARS
COME WITH US TO CELEBRATE ON 26TH JULY—
WHERE????
WELL, YOU’LL KNOW ON THE DAY! JUST TRUST US &

COME HELP US CELEBRATE

WOW, EIGHTEEN YEARS !!

Where have the years gone?
TIME TO GET GLAMMED UP
TO JOIN BRIAN AND I

IN CELEBRATION

GIFTS OR NO GIFTS
THAT WAS THE QUESTION
On our Paternoster trip I asked the question.
Of the 14 who completed the form only 2 of you wanted gifts
I also asked a few of the regulars who always come to the anniversary lunch BUT
were not on the Paternoster trip, and the result has been unanimous

We will not be having gifts at the anniversary luncheon
INSTEAD we will make a donation to a charity!
More details in the July newsletter
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